Rutgers Bus Directions to the Conference Venue and the Rutgers University Inn & Conference Center (RUICC)

To the Ludwig Center (Conference Venue)

Take the EE or F bus from Katzenbach stop (at the top of the RUICC parking lot) to University Hall (2nd stop after Katzenbach). Disembark at University Hall stop and cross George Street onto Nichol Avenue, taking the sidewalk across the street from the Douglass Student Center.

Proceed down Nichol Avenue approximately 0.1 miles, following signs on the right for the Kathleen W. Ludwig Global Village Living Learning Center (just before the intersection with Lipman Drive). Follow event signage to the venue entrance.

From the Ludwig Center to the RUICC

Exit the Ludwig Center and proceed out to Nichol Avenue. Turn right onto Nichol Avenue, then cross the street at the first intersection with Lipman Drive. Follow Lipman Drive two blocks (approximately 0.1 miles) to Red Oak Lane on the right. Turn right on Red Oak Lane and board an EE or F bus at the Red Oak Lane bus stop. Disembark the bus at Katzenbach, the fifth stop.

To Downtown New Brunswick

The College Hall bus stop is the last stop on Douglass Campus before downtown New Brunswick. While both the EE and F buses provide service to and from Downtown, the EE route’s Liberty Street stop is the closest to dining, shopping, and theatres on George Street.

Click [here](#) for more information about Rutgers bus routes, schedules, and bus tracking.